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I. INTRODUCTION 

Please state your name and business address. 

My name is John D. Taylor, and I am employed by Atrium Economics, LLC ("Atrium") 

as a Managing Partner. My business address is 10 Hospital Center Commons, Suite 400 

Hilton Head Island, SC 29926. 

On whose behalf are you appearing in this proceeding? 

I am appearing on behalf of the Applicants, Bald Head Island Transportation, Inc., 

("BHIT"), Bald Head Island Limited, LLC ("BHIL"), and Sharp Vue Capital 

("Sharp Vue"). 

Please describe your professional background and education. 

As a utility pricing and policy expert, I support various energy and utility related projects 

regarding economics, finance, and public policy. In the public utility space, I have assisted 

with asset divestitures, allocated class cost of service studies, rate of return calculations, 

line extension policies, cash working capital impacts, tax litigation, revenue allocation, rate 

design, mergers and acquisitions, and affiliate cost allocation. I have reviewed and 

analyzed these subject matters, considering the accounting treatment, the financial 

investment, and the operational configuration of a company's assets. For utility rate cases, 

I have performed: allocated class cost of service studies; revenue allocation; rate design; 

valuation modeling; affiliate cost allocation; and various cost of service analyses. Also, I 

have filed testimony on class cost of service studies, return on equity, and statistical audit 

sampling. Specifically, I have presented expert testimony in Florida, Indiana, Maine, 

Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Illinois, Delaware, Oregon, 

Pennsylvania, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, British Columbia, and the Federal 
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Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC"). Regarding my educational and professional 

background, I studied electrical and mechanical engineering and worked for an industrial 

inspection company, providing hands-on experience with utility assets and equipment. I 

received an undergraduate degree in Environmental Economics, with an emphasis in 

econometrics and regulatory policy. I also earned a Masters in Economics from American 

University in Washington, DC. A copy of my resume is provided as Exhibit JDT-IR. 

What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony? 

My rebuttal testimony relates to the application filed on July 14, 2022, by BHIL, BHIT, 

and Bald Head Island Ferry Transportation, LLC ("BHIFT") (together, the "Applicants") 

for approval: (1) to transfer BHIT's Common Carrier Certificate to BHIFT, to operate the 

passenger ferry transportation services to and from Bald Head Island and the tram services 

on the island (the "Transfer"), and (2) for BHIFT or Sharp Vue to pledge assets and borrow 

or issue debt to finance the Transfer, (the ''Pledging of Assets," and collectively with the 

Transfer is the "Proposed Transaction"). My rebuttal testimony addresses the testimony 

submitted by the following entities and individuals as it relates to the Proposed Transaction: 

• Public Staff - North Carolina Utilities Commission ("NCUC" or "Commission") 

("Public Staff') - Joint Testimonies of Sonja R. Johnson, Krishna K. Rajeev, and 

John R. Hinton ("Public Staff witnesses"); 

• Village of Bald Head Island ("Village") - Testimony of Scott T. Gardner ("Village 

witness Gardner" or "Mr. Gardner"); 

• Village - Testimony of Kevin W. O'Donnell, CFA ("Village witness O'Donnell" 

or "Mr. O'Donnell"), and the affidavit attached thereto; 

• Village- Testimony of J. Lee Lloyd ("Village witness Lloyd" or "Mr. Lloyd"); 
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• Village- Testimony of Dr. Julius A. Wright ("Village witness Wright" or "Mr. 

Wright"); and 

• Bald Head Association ("BHA") - testimony of Robert Drumheller ("BHA witness 

Drumheller" or "Mr. Drumheller"). 

What information have you reviewed while preparing this rebuttal testimony? 

I reviewed various filings and testimony filed in this docket, Docket No. A-41, Sub 22, 

including many data requests and responses. I also met with the Applicants and their legal 

counsel to discuss the details of the Proposed Transaction, the pending application, and the 

parties' positions in this proceeding. I have had numerous and detailed discussions with 

Chad Paul, Chief Executive Officer, and Shirley Mayfield, Chief Financial Officer, of 

BHIL and reviewed historic and current financial information about the ferry, tram, barge, 

and parking operations. In addition to reviewing information in this docket, I reviewed 

filings and testimony filed in Docket No. A-41, Sub 21 ("Sub 21 "), including the 

Commission Order dated December 30, 2022. (the "Sub 21 Order"). 

Please summarize your principal conclusions. 

The following conclusions and recommendations summarize the positions taken in this 

rebuttal testimony concerning the Proposed Transaction. 

• The current status quo - with the ultimate owner of the utility being an estate 

liquidating all assets and no longer having any interest in owning and operating the 

utility - is unsustainable and fraught with regulatory risk. That is the baseline 

against which the risks and benefits of the Sharp Vue acquisition should be 

compared. 
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II. 

• The Village's concerns about Sharp Vue being a private equity fund are misplaced 

and not relevant to the evaluation of the Proposed Transaction. 

• This Commission can address the issues raised by the Village during any future rate 

proceedings. Multiple stakeholders have deemed the present rates for ferry, parking 

and barge operations as reasonable and fair, and the Commission will thoroughly 

vet and scrutinize any proposals relating to future rates when and if such proposals 

are filed. 

• Outside of ratemaking processes, additional protections for ratepayers can be 

provided through merger-related regulatory conditions (i.e., transaction 

commitments) and enforcement of utility statutes regarding affiliate transactions. 

• The current legal status of the parking and barge assets is that they are part of 

regulated utility operations. The Commission should set rate base at the lesser of 

purchase price or fair market value for the parking and barge assets - which, in this 

case, the purchase price is the fair market value. 

ACQUISITION AND CERTIFICATE TRANSFER STANDARDS 

Please summarize the certificate transfer criteria under the North Carolina General 

Statutes Chapter 62. 

In prior merger proceedings 1, the NCUC has established a three-part test for determining 

whether a proposed utility merger is justified by public convenience and necessity. The 

1 Order Approving Merger Subject to Regulatory Conditions and Code of Conduct (Duke/Progress Merger Order), 
issued June 13, 2012, in Docket Nos. E-2, Sub 998, and E-7, Sub 986, ajf'd, In re Duke Energy Corp., 232 N .C. App. 
573, 755 S.E.2d 382 (2014), and Order Approving Merger Subject to Regulatory Conditions and Code of Conduct 
issued September 29, 2016, in Docket Nos. E-2, Sub 1095, and E-7, Sub 1100, and G-9, Sub 682 (Duke/Piedmont 
Merger Order). 
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test includes ( 1) whether the merger would have an adverse impact on the rates and services 

provided by the merging utilities; (2) whether ratepayers would be protected as much as 

possible from potential costs and risks of the merger; and (3) whether the merger would 

result in sufficient benefits to offset potential costs and risks. 

How do the NCUC certificate transfer standards apply to this proposed acquisition? 

With respect to the first certificate transfer standard, regarding whether the merger would 

have any adverse impact on the rates and services, SharpVue has indicated in its 

Application and testimony that there are no immediate plans to change rates, terms, or 

conditions of service; management; or operational structure with no significant changes in 

the number of employees and staff. 2 In addition, Sharp Vue has agreed to hold ratepayers 

harmless from all transaction costs associated with the transfer. 

Concerning the second certificate transfer standard, related to consumer protection, 

Sharp Vue and BHIL will agree to merger conditions designed to protect ratepayers as much 

as reasonably possible from potential costs and risks associated with the Transfer. 

The third standard is related to public benefits from the transfer. BHIFT has indicated that 

services will continue uninterrupted in the same cost-effective, safe, and reliable manner 

that the public has come to expect. Another benefit of BHIFT's proposed purchase 

includes the retention of key managers and employees, which will allow for a smooth 

transition from BHIT for both employees and customers. In addition, BHIFT is adequately 

capitalized and has access to sufficient capital to enhance service quality, maintain cost

effective and efficient operations, and to accommodate future growth. 

2 Docket No. A-41, Sub 22, Application paragraph 16, pp. 5-6, paragraph 19, pp 6-7. 
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ls there anything else that you believe is important to consider in evaluating whether 

these standards have been met? 

Yes. Economics - my professional field - relies heavily on the study of choices between 

alternatives. A particular option's risks, costs, and benefits do not exist in a vacuum. The 

risks, costs, and benefits of any choice (e.g. approving a transfer) must be evaluated in 

comparison with those that exist in an alternative choice ( e.g. denying a transfer and 

maintaining existing ownership). In this case, the baseline against which the risks and 

benefits of the Sharp Vue acquisition should be compared is the continuation of the current 

situation in which the ultimate owner of the utility is an estate liquidating all assets that is 

neither interested in continuing to own and operate the utility nor in planning for and 

making needed investments. That status quo is unsustainable and fraught with risk for 

consumers. Denial of the transfer would be much less beneficial to customers than 

approval of the Application. None of the response testimony filed by the Village 

acknowledges this reality. 

III. ROLE OF EQUITY INVESTORS IN REGULATED UTILITIES 

What concerns does Village witness Gardner raise about the proposed acquirer 

Sharp Vue? 

In his direct testimony, Village witness Gardner presents several concerns with the 

Proposed Transaction. One of his themes relates to SharpVue's motives and capabilities 

as a private equity fund. Specifically, Village witness Gardner claims (a) Sharp Vue is a 
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profit-motivated investor,3 (b) Sharp Vue does not have access to capital,4 (c) Sharp Vue is 

not in it for the "long haul",5 and (d) SharpVue's ownership has no connection to or vested 

interest in the island. "6 I believe these concerns are based on unsubstantiated fears rather 

than facts, and I will address each of them. 

A. Response to Concerns Over SharpVue's M.otivation as an Equity Investor 

By way of background and context, can you explain the role of equity in the capital 

structure of a rate-regulated business such as BHIFT? 

Yes. Equity exists in the capital structure to act as a shock absorber to offset operating and 

financial risks for the business. Since debt holders have a higher priority claim to the 

utility's assets than equity holders, introducing equity into the capital structure also reduces 

the risk to debt holders, thereby lowering the cost of debt (relative to a 100% debt capital 

structure). Conversely, the higher the debt ratio, the greater the earnings risk and the higher 

the cost of equity, as adding debt increases the utility's fixed cost of financing burden. 

What is the capital structure Sharp Vue is proposing for the transaction? 

Sharp Vue is proposing to finance its $67.2 million investment with $27. 7 million of equity 

capital and $41.6 million of debt capital. This split results in a 60% debt and 40% equity 

capital structure. 

What are some the fundamental economic principles that guide regulators in setting 

a fair rate of return? 

3 Direct Testimony of Scott T. Gardner, p. 17. 

4 Direct Testimony of Scott T. Gardner, p. 19. 

5 Direct Testimony of Scott T. Gardner, p. 17. 

6 Direct Testimony of Scott T. Gardner, p. 22. 
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A. The ratemaking process is premised on the principle that, in order for investors and 

companies to commit the capital needed to provide safe and reliable utility service, the 

utility must have the opportunity to recover the return of invested capital, and the market

required return on that capital. Because utility operations are capital intensive, regulatory 

decisions should enable the utility to attract capital on fair and reasonable terms, such that 

rates are sufficient to allow the utility to recover its operating costs and to earn a just and 

reasonable rate of return on invested capital. 

The determination of a just and reasonable return depends equally on the fair valuation of 

rate base as well as the setting of a fair return; both components are of equal importance 

since it is their arithmetic product that results in the investment return. The result can be 

changed by increasing or decreasing either rate base or the return that is allowed on it. 7 

Hence it is equally important that both components of the return, rate base and the 

allowed return, are fair. 

The foundations of public utility regulation require that utilities receive a fair rate of 

return sufficient to attract needed capital to maintain important infrastructure for 

customers at reasonable rates. The basic tenets of this regulatory doctrine originate from 

several decisions by the United States Supreme Court, notably Bluefield Waterworks and 

Improvement Company v. Public Service Commission qf West Virginia, 262 U.S. 679 

(1923) ("Bluefield'), and Federal Power Commission v. Hope Natural Gas Company, 

320 U.S. 591 (1944) ("Hope"). In Bluefield, the Court stated: 

A public utility is entitled to such rates as will permit it to earn a return on 
the value of the property which it employs for the convenience of the 

7 Kahn, Alfred E., The Economics of Regulation, Principles and Institutions, Volume !, Economic Principles, ( 1970) 
at 36. 
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A. 

public equal to that generally being made at the same time and in the same 
general part of the country on investments in other business undertakings 
which are attended by corresponding risks and uncertainties . . .  

The return should be reasonably sufficient to assure investor confidence in 
the financial soundness of the utility and should be adequate, under 
efficient and economical management, to maintain and support its credit 
and enable it to raise the money necessary for the proper discharge of its 
public duties. 

In its landmark decision in the Hope case, the United States Supreme Court stated: 

From the investor or company point of view it is important that there be 
enough revenue not only for operating expenses but also for the capital costs 
of the business. These include service on the debt and dividends on the 
stock. By that standard the return to the equity owner should be 
commensurate with returns on investments in other enterprises having 
corresponding risks. The return, moreover, should be sufficient to assure 
confidence in the financial integrity of the enterprise so as to maintain its 
credit and to attract capital. 8 

A reasonable rate of return (referenced in the quote above as the "capital costs of the 

business") must satisfy all three criteria set out in Hope of fairly compensating continued 

investment, by 1) being commensurate with returns on investments in other enterprises 

having corresponding risks; 2) affording continued access to capital by the utility on 

reasonable terms, and 3) and provides adequate financing flexibility to maintain the 

financial integrity of the utility. 

How does the capital structure ultimately flow through to and impact the rates 

charged to ferry users? 

The regulatory rate of return is calculated by multiplying the cost of each capital 

component by its percentage of the capital structure. For example, in its last rate case in 

8 Federal Power Commission v. Hope Natural Gas Company, 320 U.S. 391 (1944). 
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2010, the NCUC set BHIT's rates at a level that allowed it the opportunity to earn a return 

on invested capital of 8.33%, stating: 

The Stipulating Parties agreed that these revenues are intended to provide 
BHIT, through sound management, the opportunity to earn an overall rate of 
return of 8 .33% on a rate base of $3,943,335, with BHIT's long-term debt cost 
of 6.65% and a rate of return of 10.00% on the member's equity component 
of the following imputed capital structure: 
Long-Term Debt.. .. . . . . . . . . 50% 
Member's Equity ... . . . . . . . 50% 
The Commission finds and concludes that this aspect of the Stipulation is just 
and reasonable. 9 

Therefore, BHIT's revenue requirement used to determine customer rates included 

$328,480 in return on invested capital, calculated as: 

Table 1 - Cost of Capital and Return in 2010 Rate Case 

Total Capital 
Multiplied by 

. ..... $. J  ,?7 L§§� 
$ 1,971,668 
$ 3,943,335 
8.33% 

Return on Ca ital $328,480 

50% 6.65% 
100% 8.33% 

Is it typical for regulated utilities to utilize equity in their capital structures? 

Yes. As the Commission's own history evinces, a balanced mix of debt and equity is just 

and reasonable in setting the rates of return for regulated utilities. While defining the 

"optimal" capital structure is both an art and a science, the data on commission-approved 

capital structures demonstrate that a substantial source of equity in a utility capital structure 

is just, reasonable, and in the best interest of utility ratepayers. 

9 NCUC Docket No. A-41, Sub 7, "Order Granting Partial Rate Increase and Requiring Notice," p. 5. 
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Are there electric and natural gas utilities owned by private equity funds? 

Yes. It is common for private equity firms to invest in and own regulated electric and 

natural gas utilities in the United States. Out of those utilities covered by S&P Capital IQ, 

36 of them in the United States (including Frontier Natural Gas Company of North 

Carolina) are owned by private equity firms. These utilities operate in 30 states and have 

assets (utility plant) of $41.4 billion as of the most recently reported quarter. To my 

knowledge, each of these utilities is rate regulated by their state utility commission. 

Why is private equity becoming a common source of equity for utilities, especially in 

the context of utility acquisitions? 

Based upon my involvement in and observations of the utilities industry, it appears that 

acquisitions by publicly-traded investor-owned utilities (IOUs) are still occurring, but 

usually within their core industries where the purchaser already has operational expertise 

and investments and thus can build economies of scale. Therefore, it is not likely that 

public equity markets would be interested in, or would look favorably upon, the financing 

of small infrastructure investments with a mix of regulated and non-regulated operations 

in an unfamiliar industry. In addition, public debt (even investment-grade public debt) may 

become difficult to issue in a declining economic and/or particular political environment, 

as evidenced by the failure of the Bald Head Island Transportation Authority ("BHIT A" or 

"Authority") and the Village to secure approval from North Carolina's Local Government 

Commission to issue bonds for the purchase of these very same assets. Therefore, private 

equity often becomes the best available source of capital. 

How would you describe the source of equity for BHIT /BHIL over the past thirty 

years? 
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Although the source of funding has been from a single individual, or a single family, rather 

than from a group of investors, the existing owner of the BHIT is, and always has been, a 

private entity with "private equity" invested in the business. It appears to me that Bald 

Head Island has prospered under that ownership structure and capitalization of these assets. 

How do you respond to Mr. Gardner's concern that SharpVue's primary obligation 

will be to its investors and not to ratepayers? 1 0  

I have five primary responses to this concern. 

1) The utility's business risk is the driving factor in determining investors' required rates 

of return on equity and debt. Regulatory commissions set a utility's cost of capital 

based on the returns investors could earn by investing in other enterprises having 

corresponding risks. Therefore, the authorized return on equity for a utility owned 

(fully or partially) by private equity should be no different than the authorized return 

on equity for a utility with publicly-traded shares. 

2) As demonstrated by the approved capital structures in the 2010 Rate Case (A-41, Sub 

7) in Table 1 above, regulatory commissions believe that equity plays an essential role 

in the capital structure of utilities. An optimal capital structure contains a mix of 

equity and debt that minimizes the utility's weighted average cost of capital, which 

benefits ratepayers. 

3) Regardless of the source of capital that funds a utility's business (public equity, 

private equity, corporate, municipal, or other forms of debt), the utility's assets must 

be financed by outside investment. That requires investors to whom the utility has 

1 0  Direct Testimony of Scott T. Gardner, p. 22. 
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financial obligations. The difference between debt financing ( either corporate or 

municipal) and equity financing is the type of obligations incurred, not the absence of 

investors. No source of capital is free, so there is no scenario under which the concerns 

raised by Village witness Gardner about a privately owned utility's obligations to its 

investors would not exist. 

4) One of the roles of regulation in general, and the NCUC as it pertains to this case, is 

to manage the sometimes divergent interests of investors and ratepayers. The 

"Production-Motivation" function of public utility rates gives rise to the capital

attraction standard. Bonbright explains in the Principles of Public Utility Rates: 

This production-motivation function of prices gives rise to the capital
attraction standard of reasonable public utility rates. By this standard, 
reasonable rates are rates adequate to yield revenues that will cover all 
legitimate operating expenses plus a return on investment sufficient to 
maintain sound corporate credit and to attract required amounts of new 
capital. Rates below this level are deemed deficient because, at least in 
the long run, they will not enable the company to live up to its obligations 
to serve the community. 1 1  

Utilities can best provide safe, reliable, and economical service to ratepayers with 

ongoing access to capital on reasonable terms. The approved equity ratios in the figure 

above validate that this is best achieved with equity in the utility's capital structure. 

5) Due to the nature of the assets for sale and the focus of traditional IOU owners on their 

core markets, it is likely that public equity markets would not be interested in 

purchasing these assets. Private equity firms, such as Sharp Vue, are a natural fit for 

purchasing assets such as these and play an important role in providing needed equity 

1 1  " Principles of Public Utility Rates, Second Edition", Bonbright, Danielsen, Kamerschen, Page 92. 
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investing. If Sharp Vue wasn't the investor, the alternative would likely be another 

private equity firm with fewer North Carolina ties. 

B. Response to Concerns Over Sharp Vue's Access to Capital 

How do you respond to Mr. Gardner's concerns about Sharp Vue's access to capital? 

Sharp Vue has provided details on its plans to provide a $2.0 million revolving credit 

facility that will be used to fund future capital needs. The funding bank has prepared the 

loan term sheet, and Sharp Vue plans to close the loan transaction shortly after a 

Commission order approving the transaction. 12 In its direct testimony, the Public Staff 

states: 

The Public Staff learned from BHIFT that investors have started making initial 
contributions towards their planned investment amounts, and that a capital call 
for the remaining capital will be made in advance of closing. BHIFT contends 
that the penalties embedded within the operating agreement for Holdings 
ensures that the remaining capital will be provided. 13 

Sharp Vue also has a binding $5.4 million standby facility from its investors to provide 

future cash injections. 1 4  While Village witness Gardner may have concerns about 

SharpVue's access to funds, Sharp Vue has demonstrated an ability to access enough funds 

to finance the Proposed Transaction, a line of credit, and additional equity investment 

commitments. In contrast, other entities have been unable to do so. 

What other entities could not raise funds to acquire and operate the assets? 

In December 2017, the Authority approved a purchase of the assets at issue m this 

proceeding for $47.8 million and subsequently sought approval for a revenue bond from 

1 2  Joint Testimony of Public Staff- North Carolina Utilities Commission, pages 12-13. 

1 3  Joint Testimony of Public Staff- North Carolina Utilities Commission, page 13. 

14 Direct Testimony of Robert Drumheller, page 13. 
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Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

the LGC. The LGC has failed to approve a bond issuance to fund the Authority acquisition 

despite it bearing an investment grade rating from Standard & Poor's and having a full 

underwriting commitment to issue bonds from two major financial institutions. Moreover, 

the LGC also did not approve an application by the Village to issue bonds to support what 

the Village viewed as a competing proposal to purchase the assets at issue here. Against 

this landscape, BHIL moved to find another buyer. This is a fundamental consideration in 

this docket since the current owners have indicated their desire to terminate their ownership 

and operation of the assets for which transfer approval is sought, and Sharp Vue has 

demonstrated its ability to purchase the assets and fund future capital needs. 

After its review and due diligence on the proposed transaction, does the Public Staff 

share Mr. Gardner's concern? 

No. In its joint testimony in this docket, Public Staff stated: 

The Public Staff believes that Holdings and BHIFT will be adequately 
capitalized and supported by owners with significant investment experience 
and owner-managers Lee Roberts and Douglas Vaughn with access to 
sufficient capital. Additionally, BHIFT agreed to continue to provide for 
adequate and reasonably priced parking. 1 5  

Do you share Mr. Gardner's concern about Sharp Vue's access to capital? 

No. Based upon my review of the financial information, I share Public Staff's view that, 

based on its investment experience and the plans it has put in place, Sharp Vue has access 

to the capital necessary to acquire and operate these infrastructure businesses in a manner 

that is in the best interest of the public and ratepayers. 

C. Summary 

1 5  Joint Testimony of Public Staff- North Carolina Utilities Commission, page 14. 
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12 
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Q. 

A. 

Please summarize your conclusions related to the concerns referenced in this section 

of your rebuttal testimony. 

I have four main conclusions: 

Sharp Vue's proposed Capital Structure and Profit Motivations 

The proposed capital structure for this purchase is appropriate and consistent with the 

following: 

1. Other utilities around the country, in general 

2. Utilities regulated by the NCUC 

3 .  The capital structure approved by NCUC for BHIT since the 2010 rate case. 

Furthermore, because the NCUC will regulate utility-related rates, I see no reason for 

concern about Sharp Vue utilizing private equity to fund the equity portion of the 

acquisition. As I mentioned earlier, the rate of return Sharp Vue will be allowed the 

opportunity to earn on regulated operations relates to the risk of the regulated business 

operations (measured by investors' required rate of retum on similar investments), a return 

that the NCUC authorizes. 

Sharp Vue's Access to Capital 

Sharp Vue has been successful accessmg and deploying capital to fund infrastructure 

investments. In addition to its proven track record, once closed, SharpVue can access a 

$2.0 million revolving credit facility. SharpVue has also obtained commitments from its 

investors to provide capital injections of up to $5.4 million in the future for any needed 

capital expenditures. I have reviewed BHIL' s financial information and am familiar with 

the capitalization of other regulated utility operations around the county, and I believe 

SharpVue's access to capital is sufficient to own and operate the ferry, tram, parking, and 
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Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

barge/tugboat systems, and it certainly is much more willing and able to have funds 

available to meet future capital needs than a liquidating estate. 

IV. RATE REGULATION OF PARKING AND BARGE OPERATIONS 

A. Valuation of Rate Base 

How is rate base used in the context of rate-regulated utility service? 

Rate base represents the total value of the capital assets the utility uses in providing service, 

net of depreciation, upon which the investor is allowed to earn a fair rate of return. In 

general, rate base and the Commission-authorized rate of return define the earnings 

opportunity of the regulated investment. 

Is the typical concept of rate base an issue in this certificate transfer docket? 

The Commission states in its Sub 21 Order that is has not determined to what extent the 

parking and barge operations will be rate regulated. That Order stated: 

The Commission highlights that it has in the past found varying degrees of 
oversight to be reasonable and appropriate for certain utilities, services, or classes 
of utilities, for a variety of reasons and depending on circumstances - to include 
simple notice for some utility actions or even outright deregulation of previously 
regulated services based upon the development of other competition or the 
existence of other consumer protection measures. See, e.g., Sub 49 Order; see also 
Notice of Proposed Revisions of Certain Rules in Chapter 2 & Chapter 5 of the 
Rules & Regulations of the N.C. Utilities Commission, No. M-100, Sub 109 
(N.C.U.C. May 20, 1986). The Commission has also made reasonable 
accommodations for certain industry functions without requiring full rate or tariff 
review . . . . .  The Commission is generally guided by the principle that its authority 
only need be imposed to achieve the purposes for the regulation. However, this 
Order leaves these, and other questions - e.g., whether a certain amount of, or in 
what iteration, parking must be made available to ferry passengers - for another 
day, when such matters are properly pending before the Commission. Because 
these questions were not presented by the Complaint and, as a result, there has been 
incomplete evidence and argument presented upon them, the Commission declines 
to expand the scope of this proceeding to determine the same. 

Unlike the Sub 21 proceeding, the Applicants in Sub 22 are requesting a determination of 

the rate base value for the parking and barge assets. The reason for this request should be 
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clear: if Sharp Vue cannot earn a fair return on its full investment, there is no reason for it 

to make the investment. Unlike the Sub 21 proceeding, the testimony of BHIL and 

Sharp Vue in this Sub 22 proceeding does present the Commission with sufficient evidence 

and reason to make a rate base determination. This is true despite the fact that Sharp Vue 

has agreed not to seek a rate increase for at least one year, because Sharp Vue needs to 

know now - before deciding whether to close on the Transaction - if it would be deprived 

in the future of earning a return on the assets subject to regulation. It is necessary for 

investors, owners, and lenders to have visibility into the earnings potential of the asset they 

are acquiring prior to closing. 

This case presents an extraordinary situation: the parking operations and 

barge/tugboat operations have been operated by BHIL for over thirty years as unregulated, 

separate, and stand-alone operations. The assets used by these operations have never been 

included in any rate base calculations. The Commission has never established rates for 

these services. Therefore, the depreciation of those assets has never been included and 

recovered as a cost of a regulated service; nor has there ever been a return built into 

Commission-approved rates. Yet, these assets are now deemed to be part of a regulated 

utility pursuant to the Sub 21 Order - less than two months prior to a hearing on an 

application to transfer those assets to a pur�haser. I am not aware of any precedent 

anywhere with similar facts, and counsel has advised me they are also unaware of any 

precedent. Therefore, I believe it is appropriate to rely upon seminal and fundamental 

economic and financial principles to consider the issues of rate base and future rates in this 

transfer docket. 
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A. 

Q. 

A.  

Q. 

A. 

Why does the Commission need to decide in this docket what will be the amount of 

rate base for the regulated parking and barge operations? 

As a practical matter, as explained immediately above, a buyer of a regulated entity (and 

its lenders) needs to know at least the general framework of how it will be allowed to set 

rates and earn revenue. In less unique, more typical situations, the "rules of the road" for 

typical utility ratemaking are well established. But in this docket, the Applicants find 

themselves in unmapped and uncharted territory, where different paths lead to very 

different outcomes. The Village has recommended one path for the Commission to take -

full rate regulation of parking and barge rates in which the rate base is BHIL' s net book 

value derived from when the assets were purchased decades before. As I explain below, 

I believe this derivation of rate base is incorrect. 

How should the value of that rate base should be determined? 

The Commission has generally ruled that rate base will be the lesser of net original cost or 

the purchase price when a utility acquisition is made. In this case, the net original cost and 

the purchase price for the parking and barge assets are the same, the apportionment of the 

$56 million that Sharp Vue has agreed to pay for those parking and barge assets. This view 

is obviously quite different from how the Village has presented net original cost. 

If the net original cost and the purchase price are the same for the parking and barge 

assets, does that mean there is zero acquisition premium? 

Yes, because the transaction price (which is lower than the most recent appraised value) 

between Sharp Vue and BHIL is the original utility cost. Prior to acquisition by Sharp Vue, 

or at least prior to the Sub 21 Order, the parking and barge assets have not been owned by 

a utility and have not been regulated assets. The $25 million acquisition premium put 
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forward in the Perry Affidavit and attached to Village witness O'Donnell's testimony is 

incorrectly premised on the net book value of the assets carried on the books of BHIL and 

not the acquired cost of the assets by Sharp Vue. Thus, this figure is incorrect and should 

be disregarded. Below, I have updated the Perry Affidavit analysis with the appropriate 

data. 

Table 2 - The Non-Existence of an Acquisition Premium 1 (
· 

Parking Barge Ferry Total 

Purchase Price $22,901,938 $8 ,358 ,150 $3 ,320,810 $34,580,901 
Allocation 
Rate Base $22,901,938 $8 ,358 ,150 $3 ,320,810 $34,580,901 
Acquisition $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Premium 

8 Q. Village witness O'Donnell claims that it is Commission precedent to set rate base at 

the original cost Net Book Value on the books of the transferor for transfers of utility 

property; and that the transfer of assets to rate base at their fair value could lead to 

customers paying for the same regulated asset more than once? Do you agree with 

9 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

A. 

his assessment? 

No. Witness O'Donnell's arguments pertain only to previous utility assets and not assets 

that are new to a utility. Mr. O'Donnell attempts to support his argument that SharpVue's 

rate base should be valued on BHIL 's net carrying value for the assets, by pointing to 

1 6  Exh ibit KW0-6 
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13 
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15 

1 6  

1 7  

1 8  

Commission R l - 1 7. 1 7  But, contrary to witness O'Donnell's interpretation, this Rule does 

not require that net original cost of the prior owner must be used to establish rate base of 

the new owner. Rather, it simply states that where the assets have been devoted to public 

use by a prior owner, then both the purchase price and original cost at time of purchase 

must be provided in the application. In this case, the valuation of rate base should be set 

at SharpVue's purchase price of those assets (i.e., SharpVue's original cost, not the original 

cost of the prior non-utility owner). When an electric utility places a transformer into 

service, it does not do so at the original cost incurred by the transformer manufacturer, it 

puts into rate base the cost incurred to purchase the transformer, the market value of that 

transformer (i.e., the original cost to the first utility to acquire that equipment). 

Witness O'Donnell's proposal seems especially attenuated when you consider that BHIL 

has operated a commercial parking business that was unregulated until less than two 

months ago. That long-standing business has been no more "devoted to the public use" 

than if it had been operated by one of the many other private concerns that own and operate 

parking facilities across North Carolina. I am aware of no basis for the Commission to 

declare that a parking business operated by one of these other private entities was "devoted 

to the public use" simply because it provides a service that the public uses. The same 

should be true for the commercial parking operation that Sharp Vue is purchasing from 

1 7 O'Donne l l  at 6, l ine 1 2 . The pertinent part of the Commission ru le  requ ires :  

A statement or  exh ibit showing the original cost of  a l l  property of the appl icant used or  useful in  the 
publ ic serv ice to wh ich such proposed increased rates re late. If the original cost of any such property 
cannot be accurately determ ined, such facts should be stated and the best estimate of the original 
cost given . In case such property consists of plants or fac i l it ies which have been devoted to the 
pub l i c  use by some other person, municipal ity, or uti l ity, and subsequently purchased by the 
appl icant, the purchase price of such plants or faci l ities must be shown, and also the original cost 
and accrued depreciation at the time of purchase must be shown, if known . 
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Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

BHIL. And even if it were "public use" under all those years of ownership by BHIL, it 

still was not owned by a utility nor regulated by the NCUC as a utility. 

VBHI Witness O'Donnell claims that because BHIL's unregulated parking operation 

has supported the regulated ferry and tram service, that SharpVue's purchase of 

these unregulated assets should not be considered "analogous to the acquisition of 

non-utility property"; 1 8  Do you agree? 

No. These assets were never regulated as part of a public utility. The regulated ferry rate 

payers have not paid for these assets through utility rates and BHIL never received a 

regulated return or cost recovery through depreciation expense through regulated rates for 

the services they provide. Simply because an unregulated entity provides service to the 

same consumers of a regulated entity, does not naturally extend the regulation to the 

unregulated entity. Nor should the rates be set based on the original cost incurred by the 

non-regulated entity. 

VHBI Witness O'Donnell also claims that because has already recovered the value of 

the asset "many times over," it is appropriate to treat them as a regulated entity; 1 9  

Do you agree? 

No. Regardless of whether this statement is factually accurate or can be verified, what 

witness O'Donnell is proposing equates to retroactively regulating the parking and barge 

operations by pointing to the fees that it has charged as a competitive venture, subject to 

market conditions, without designated service territory, or entitlement to a rate of return, 

and conflates those fees with the rates paid by utility ratepayers to arrive at the conclusion 

1 8  VBHI  Witness O ' Donnell at p .  8 ,  lines 11-18. 

1 9  O' Donnell at p. 8, line 22 through p. 9, line 4. 
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that investors have already recovered their costs; and as such, it is appropriate to treat them 

2 as a regulated entity for purposes of the transfer. This would include setting rate base at 

3 the transferor's (BHIL's) net carrying value for the newly regulated assets.20 Witness 

4 O'Donnell's attempt to ascribe regulation to an unregulated entity, just by virtue of the fees 

5 the unregulated entity has charged defies comprehension. Thankfully, the Commission has 

6 provided unambiguous language as to which entities its rule applies, in its June 15, 1990, 

7 order in a Carolina Water Service rate case, Docket No. W-354, Sub 81. In that order, the 

8 Commission made clear that only when a previously regulated utility is acquired should 

9 the net book value of the seller carry over to the new buyer for purposes of determining 

1 0 rate base: 

11 As a general propos1t10n, when a public utility buys assets that have 
12 previously been dedicated to public service as utility property. the 
13 acquiring utility is entitled to include in rate base the lesser of the purchase 
14 price or the net original cost of the acquired facilities in the hands of the 
15 transferor at the time of transfer. The theory behind this proposition is that 
16 the investor in utility property should only be entitled to recover his own 
17 investment. Also, public utility ratepayers normally should only be 
18 responsible for reimbursing an investor once for the cost of public utility 
19 property through depreciation expense recovered through rates and through 
20 payment of a return on the unrecovered investment. 
21 
22 (Emphasis added.) As stated above, the parking and barge operations have never been 

23 regulated, were never utility property, and as such there is no regulated original cost upon 

24 which to base future rates. As such, any future determination of rate base, as deemed 

25 necessary by the Commission, should be set on the original costs of the assets to Sharp Vue 

26 - its purchase price. 

27 B. Implications of Original Cost Rate Base Set at Purchase Price 

20 Ib id .  
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If parking and barge operations were rate-regulated and based on a rate base 

valuation, what would the rate impact on consumers be if the rate base was the 

current market value (i.e., SharpVue's purchase price)? 

To my knowledge, there would be no material rate impact. SharpVue has committed to 

hold rates constant for the barge and parking services for four years or its first rate case, 

subject only to increases no greater than the rate of inflation. After that, any increase that 

Sharp Vue might apply for would be subject to rigorous investigation by the Public Staff 

and any intervenors, and could be no more than the Commission determines is just and 

reasonable. Further, no party is questioning the reasonableness of present parking rates, 

nor is the Commission making any change to those rates within the Sub 21 Order: 'The 

Commission notes that there has been no substantiated allegation that BHIL is, at present, 

abusing its monopoly power, only that the risk exists for it - or a future owner - to do 

so." The Order goes on to state, "the great weight of the evidence shows that, at present, 

the parties appear to be generally �atisfied with the current rates and services of both BHIL 

and BHIT, as well as the agreement they struck in the last general rate case involving the 

Parking Operations. "2 1  

A simple calculation can demonstrate that for the parking assets, the current net operating 

income at a regulated return of only 8% would support a rate base similar in size to the 

original cost basis that Sharp Vue indicated in its "Preliminary Estimated Purchase Price 

Allocation." As shown on Table 2 above, the portion of the purchase price relating to the 

2 1  Village of Bald Head Island v. Bald Head Island Transportation, Inc. and Bald Head Island Limited, LLC, Docket 
No. A-41, Sub 21, North Carolina Utilities Commission, Order dated December 30, 2022, at page 28. The Order also 
provides the following quote from oral testimony - (Association witness Briggs testifying : "We have a good deal 
there. There's no question . . .  [i]t 's  reasonable."). 
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Q. 

A. 

parking is $22,901,938.22 As shown in O'Donnell Exhibit KWO-3, the Parking Facilities 

Net Operating Income was $1,945,049 for 2021. Dividing this number by a regulated rate 

of return of 8% reveals that, even with parking rates held constant, the status quo parking 

revenues and expenses would support a rate base of $24 million - just slightly above the 

allocated purchase price relating to the parking of $23 million. As such, there would be no 

material change to the parking rates consumers pay by setting rate base value at SharpVue's 

purchase price. 

From your assessment above, do you have an opinion as to why the Village is 

concerned about including an "acquisition premium" in future parking rates? 

I expect the Village and its consultants can conduct a similar calculation as I have 

completed above and determine that setting parking rates using the purchase price of 

Sharp Vue (i.e., the original cost of the assets to Sharp Vue) would have no material impact 

on parking rates. Yet, the Village still advocates for parking to be regulated and rate base 

to be determined using the original net book value ofBHIL. The use of the original owner's 

costs would result in parking rates that are far below the current level, a current level of 

rates which all parties have deemed as fair and reasonable. The only logical conclusion I 

can make is that this is an effort by the Village to decrease the cash flow and value of the 

assets to such an extent that the current acquirer is no longer interested or able to close on 

the proposed transaction. As the Village has indicated an interest in acquiring these assets 

themselves, but not at the arm's length price agreed to by SharpVue, it may be that the 

22 Exhibit KW0-6 
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Q. 

Village believes a Commission determination mandating use of original net book value 

would aid its own efforts to acquire these assets at less than fair market value. 

How would adoption of the Village's recommendation to set rates based on BHIL's 

original net cost of the parking and barge assets affect the ability of the regulated 

utility to sustain operations? 

6 A. This would be a very impactful decision. First, Sharp Vue ( or any other potential investor) 
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22 

23 

V. 

Q. 

would not be interested in pursuing a transaction in which it could not earn a return on $25 

million of its investment at the onset. Second, it would be impossible for BHIL to find an 

alternate investor that would be capable of funding the transaction and step into its shoes. 

There are many options for the deployment of investment capital in the equity markets. It 

is a fundamental economic principle that investment dollars will flow to those opportunities 

that offer reasonable returns commensurate with the level of risk the investor is willing to 

accept. No investor would ( or should be expected to) accept the risks associated with 

maritime transportation operations ( e.g. operational complexity, weather, economic cycles, 

etc.) while earning no return on $25 million of its investment. This economic reality is the 

basis for the regulatory principle discussed previously that returns should be sufficient to 

attract necessary capital to fund operational and capital needs of the utility. A decision that 

would, in essence, write-off $25 million of an investment would violate that principle. 

REGULATORY CONDITIONS AND ANALYSIS OF PARKING RA TES 

How has the NCUC utilized merger conditions and oversight of affiliate transactions 

to implement their regulatory authority? 
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A. 

The NCUC has required regulatory conditions in the approval of past mergers, and the 

Applicants are proposing numerous regulatory conditions that are very similar to those 

proposed by the Public Staff as part of this proceeding. 

Do the proposed regulatory conditions address the Village's concern that parking 

may not be available in the future at a reasonable cost? 

Yes. However, first it is important to reiterate that the current parking is sufficient and is 

reasonably priced. The Village's concern, as discussed above, relates to a hypothetical 

situation in the future. The regulatory conditions offered by Sharp Vue ensure the 

availability of parking and that parking barge rates will not increase greater than the rate 

of inflation. The regulatory conditions and oversight of affiliate transactions address the 

concerns about parking availability and pricing. 

Beyond the testimony in Docket A-41, Sub 21, did you undertake any independent 

analysis of the reasonableness of the pricing of parking at the Deep Point Terminal? 

The general standard for evaluating affiliate transaction agreements is to allow services 

between regulated and non-regulated affiliates at the lower of cost or market rates, subject 

to Commission oversight. (The Applicants have agreed to that standard in this docket.) In 

that context, "benchmarking" is often utilized to determine "market rates." Accordingly, 

I thought it would be instructive to determine the appropriateness of the current parking 

charges by benchmarking the prices charged by other parking businesses. 

Have you performed a benchmarking analysis of North Carolina parking rates to 

determine if the Bald Head Island parking is reasonably priced? 

Yes. Table 3 below contains a summary of various parking operations in North Carolina 

and their prices. 
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Table 1 - North Carolina Maximum Daily Parking Rates 

Wilmington International- Economy Daily Lot 

Town of Carolina Beach- November & December 
Charlotte Douglas International- Long-term Lot 

Piedmont Triad International- Economy 

Raleigh-Durham International- Economy 
Deep Point Terminal Parking 

Piedmont Triad International- Central Garage 

City of Wilmington- Decks 

Charlotte Douglas International- Daily Deck 

Piedmont Triad International- Central Garage 

Wilmington International- Daily Lot 
City of Wilmington- River Place Deck 
Downtown Raleigh State Gov't Complex- Parking Decks 

Raleigh-Durham International- Express 
Downtown Raleigh State Gov't Complex- Performing Arts 
Deck & Convention Center 
Town of Holden Beach 

City of Wilmington- Convention Center 

Piedmont Triad International- Premium 

Wilmington International- Premium Daily Lot 

Charlotte Douglas International- Express Deck 

Raleigh-Durham International- Central 
City of Wilmit?-gton- On Street 

Downtown Raleigh State Government Complex- Visitor 

Town of Oak Island 

Charlotte Douglas International- Hourly 

Wilmington International- Hourly Lot 

Town of Carolina Beach- March to October 

Town of Wrightsville Beach 

Raleigh-Durham International- Premier 
Downtown Raleigh State Government Complex- Metered 

Count= 30 
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Q. 

Average= $16.13 

Median= $15. 00 

Mode= $12.00 

Not considering discounted annual pass rates23
, the standard daily parking rate at the Deep 

Point Terminal is $12 per day and its daily parking price ranks as the 6th lowest of those 

benchmarked. As shown in table above, the Deep Point parking price is below the average 

North Carolina daily parking rate of $16.13. In fact, the parking prices at the Deep Point 

Terminal rank in the 23 .3 percentile, placing them in the lowest quartile of the 

benchmarked North Carolina parking rates. The benchmark analysis also indicated that 

the median of the daily parking rates in North Carolina is $15, and the mode is $12. The 

mode represents the price in the benchmark analysis that is repeated the most times, 

meaning that a daily parking rate of $12, as is the case at Deep Point, is quite common. 

Based on all this information, I conclude there is no indication that the Deep Point parking 

rates are priced above the market rate. In addition, a similar analysis can be conducted at 

any point in the future to ascertain if SharpVue's affiliate BHIFT provides reasonably 

priced parking. 

Do these benchmarking results also inform the decision regarding the appropriate 

method of determining rate base in these proceedings? 

23 Of course, this is a significant exclusion from the analysis because the uncontroverted evidence of record in A-41, 
Sub 21, is that owners and residents who tend to park for longer periods can buy an annual pass under which their fee 
in the Premium Lot is $3.70 per day. The annual pass rate is even lower for a pass in the General Lot, at $3.29 per 
day. Annual pass rates are lower still for contractors ($1.92 per day) and Island employees ($1.78 per day). NCUC 
Docket No. A-41, Sub 21, STG Cross Examination Ex. 2. 
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Q. 

A. 

Yes. In the Sub 21 Order, the Commission has already ordered that the current rates should 

stay in place. As explained earlier in my testimony, establishing the rate base at the current 

market value (i.e., the Sharp Vue purchase price) would, in essence maintain rates at their 

approximate current level resulting in minimal, if any, rate impact on consumers. And this 

benchmarking demonstrates that the current rates are consistent with parking rates at other 

locations around the state. 

Said conversely, reducing the rate base by $25 million as proposed by the Village would 

result in parking rates that would be completely inconsistent and uneconomical for the 

facilities' owner when compared with similar parking services provided around the state. 

I am not a lawyer, but, in layman's terms, such a result would have the practical result of a 

taking from BHIL or Sharp Vue in the amount of $25 million of value. 

One of your answers earlier in this testimony implied the Commission might seek to 

regulate parking and tugboat/barge rates in some way other than by rate base/rate

of-return ratemaking; could these benchmarking results also support such a result? 

Yes. If the current rates are consistent with rates at other parking facilities around the State, 

and the Commission has already found that they are just and reasonable, then it would seem 

to me that - so long as those rates could be adjusted only at or below the rate of inflation -

the administrative burden and expense of having to come in for a rate case (which would 

inevitably be contested, based upon the history of Bald Head Island), or requiring 

affirmative Commission approval for every adjustment of rates that might accommodate a 

market opportunity or ratepayer request would outweigh any regulatory benefit and would 

be administratively burdensome for an operation of this size, unnecessary as a practical 

matter, and (from an economic perspective) extremely inefficient. 
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Q. 

A. 

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Please summarize the conclusions of your rebuttal testimony and provide your 

findings and recommendations. 

When compared to the alternative of the current ownership status by the George Mitchell 

Estate, it is my opinion that the acquisition of the ferry, tram, barge, and parking assets and 

operations is clearly in the public interest and justified by the public convenience and 

necessity. There is nothing inherently problematic about the equity for a utility acquisition 

of this size and type to be provided by a private equity firm, and nothing about the structure 

of the Sharp Vue purchase that creates unreasonable risks to the public that are not 

addressed by the proposed regulatory conditions. While recognizing the general rule that 

assets that had been dedicated to public service as utility property are generally transferred 

for rate base purposes at original cost, that rule is not applicable to this unique situation, 

and any future rate base for the parking and barge assets should be at their current fair 

market value (i.e., the allocated purchase price paid by Sharp Vue). Lastly, benchmarking 

against other parking rates within the state support the conclusion that rates are fair and 

reasonable; and, as explained above, a fair market value at Sharp Vue's purchase price does 

not result in materially different parking rates. The goal of regulation should not be to limit 

an investor's return (because capital attraction is an important function of the regulatory 

compact) but to ensure rates ultimately are fair and reasonable. Bonbright states this 

succinctly stating, "Low prices and not low profits are the most important part of salutary 

economic performance. "24 

24 "Principles of Public Utility Rates, Second Edition", Bon bright, Danielsen, Kamerschen, Page 365. 
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Q. Does this conclude your testimony? 

2 A. 

3 

Yes, at this time. 
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ATR I U M  ECO N O M I CS 
C E N T E R E D  O N  E N E R G Y  

John D. Taylor 
Managing Partner 

Mr. Taylor has experience with a wide range of costing, 
ratemaking, and regulatory activities for gas and electric 
utilities. He has testified numerous times on these and other 
issues for clients across North America. He has extensive 
experience with costing and pricing rates and services, 
regulatory planning and strategy development, revenue recovery 
and tracking mechanisms, merger and acquisitions analysis, 
new product and service development, affiliate transaction 
reviews, line extension policies, market assessments, litigation 
support, and organizational and operations reviews. He has 
testified on numerous occasions as an expert witness on costing 
and ratemaking related issues on behalf of utilities before 
federal, state, and provincial regulatory bodies and has 
extensive experience in evaluating and implementing innovative 
ratemaking approaches and rate design concepts. 

He has also testified on return on equity, electric vehicle 
and battery storage programs, time-of-use rates, and the 
appropriate use of statistical analysis during audit testing. Mr. 
Taylor has led engagements relating to gas supply planning and 
the review of midstream transportation and storage capacity 
resources. He has worked as the market monitor for New 
England ISO's capacity market, supported the negotiation of 
PPAs, and supported feasibility and prudence studies of 
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generation investments. He has also been involved in selling generating assets and distribution 
companies, supporting due diligence efforts, financial analyses, and regulatory approval processes. 

Mr. Taylor received a master's degree in Economics from American University and holds a 
bachelor's degree in Environmental Economics from the University of North Carolina at Asheville. 

His consulting career includes Managing Partner with Atrium Economics, LLC; Principal 
Consultant - Advisory & Planning with Black & Veatch Management Consulting, LLC; Senior Project 
Manager & Principal of Concentric Energy Advisors, Inc. ; and CEO of Nova Data Testing, Inc. Mr. 
Taylor started his career working on Capitol Hill working with NGOs that were seeking Public Private 
Partnerships with the Federal Government, World Bank, and International Monetary Fund to pursue 
various projects in developing countries. 
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EXPERT WITNESS TESTIMONY PRESENTATION 

United States 

• California - Superior Court of California 

• Delaware Public Service Commission 

• Florida Public Service Commission 

• Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

• Ill inois Commerce Commission 

• Indiana Uti lity Regulatory Commission 

• Maine Public Service Commission 

• Massachusetts Department of Public 

Util ities 

Canada 

• Alberta Util ities Commission 

• British Columbia Utilities Commission 

• Ontario Energy Board 

REPRESENTATIVE EXPERIENCE 

Rate Design and Regulatory Proceedings 

• Minnesota Public Utilities Commission 

• New Hampshire Public Util ities 

Commission 

• North Carolina Utilities Commission 

• Oregon Public Utility Commission 

• Pennsylvania Public Util ity Commission 

• Virginia State Corporation Commission 

• Washington Uti lities and Transportation 

Commission 

• Public Service Commission of West 

Virginia 

Mr. Taylor has worked on dozens of electric and gas rate cases including the development of revenue 
requirements, class cost of service studies, and projects related to util ity rate design issues. 

Specifically, he has : 
• Lead expert and witness for class costs of service studies across North America and worked 

on dozens of other class cost of service and rate design projects for other lead witnesses. 

• Developed WNA mechanism for a gas utility including back casting results and supporting 

expert witness testimony and exhibits. 

• Developed revenue requirement model to comply with a new performance-based formula 

ratemaking process for a Midwest electric utility. 

• Supported the developed of time of use rates, demand rates, economic development rates, load 

retention rates, and line extension policies. 

• Analyzed and summarized allocation methodology for a shared services company. 

• Assessed the reasonableness of costs through various benchmarking efforts. 

• Led the effort to collect and organize plant addition documentation for six Midwest utilities 

associated with the state commission' s  audit of rate base. 

• Supported lead-lag analyses and testimonies. 

• Analyzed customer usage profiles to support reclassification of rate classes for a gas uti lity. 

• Helped conduct a marginal cost analysis to support rate design testimony. 
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Mr. Taylor has testified in several cases on class cost of service studies and statistical audit methods. 
He has also supported numerous other expert testimonies. Specifically, he has : 

• Filed testimony as an expert witness on allocated class cost of service studies for both electric 

and gas uti lities. 

• Fi led testimony as an expert witness on the application of statistical analysis. 

• Filed testimony before FERC on the rate of return for an Annual Transmission Revenue 

Requirement and participated in FERC settlement conferences. 

• Part of two-person expert witness team that provided an expert report to the British Columbia 

Utilities Commission on the use of facilities for transportation balancing services for Fortis 

BC. 

• Part of two-person expert witness team that provided an expert report on affiliate transactions 

and capitalized overhead allocations for Hydro One on three separate occasions. 

• Sole expert for expert report on affiliate allocations for Alectra utilities, the second largest 

publicly owned electric uti lity in North America. This was conducted shortly after the merger 

of four distinct uti lities. 

• Sole expert for expert report on the allocation of overhead costs between transmission and 

distribution businesses for EPCOR. 

Transaction Experience 

Mr. Taylor has been involved with several generating asset transactions supporting both buy side and 
sell side analysis and due diligence. His work has included: 

• Worked as buy side advisor for a large water uti lity in the mid-Atlantic region including 

supporting the review of revenue requirements, rates, and forecasts. 

• Helped facilitate and manage processes for a nuclear plant auction by processing Q&A, 

collecting relevant documentation and managing the virtual data room for auction participants. 

• Supported the auction process for steam and chilled water distribution and generation assets in 

the Midwest. 

• Supported the development of a financial model to ascertain the net present value of several 

competing wholesale power purchase agreements and guided the client with a decision matrix 

for the qualitative aspects of the offers. 

• Provided research on comparable transactions, previous mergers and acquisitions, and 

potential transaction opportunities for several clients. 

Financial Analysis and Market Research 

Other financial analysis and market research Mr. Taylor has conducted include: 
• Estimated the rate impact and costs associated with moving California energy market to I 00% 

renewable. 

• Assessed the consequences of a divestiture on the cost of service model for a New England gas 

distribution company. 

• Developed LNG market studies for two separate utilities and two separate competitive market 

participants. 

• Modeling alternative mechanisms for the allocation of overhead costs to a nuclear plant. 
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